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Abstract 

Mechanical connectors used to repair sub-sea pipe lines can use balls to achieve grip on the pipe surface. 

While designed to indent the pipe surface, it has been found that some balls skid instead which reduces the 

connection integrity.  

This work was aimed at finding important features which relate to rolling and skidding of precision balls on 

the surface of pipes. A skidded ball is associated with a failure and a rolled ball is associated with success. 

Experiments simulating the activation were performed and compared with analytical models. Several 

features such as friction, ball size, material hardness and surface finish were identified as important for 

understanding the transition of the ball from roll into skid. The results of the surface and subsurface analysis 

correlated well with the model output. Once the important features are verified, progress can be made to 

achieve production of more robust connectors (from successful activations) leading to better customer 

confidence in buying mechanical pipeline connector products.  

 

Keywords: contact mechanics, friction, fatigue, microstructure, structural collapse, subsea, and traction. 

 

*Waljinder Singh Gill (waljinder.gill@hydratight.com). 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Sub-sea pipe-lines may require mechanical connectors as part of a repair strategy. In such connectors, a 

series of precision balls arranged circumferentially around the pipe in axial rows are used to achieve a 

mechanical grip (Figure 1a). As the connector is actuated the balls roll along a taper housing (Figure 1b), 

leading to an increasing radial force. The taper housing angle is kept at 10 degrees with the respect to the x-

axis in the Figure. This radial force causes the ball to indent the pipe material, leaving a teardrop (Figure 1c) 

shaped impression, and results in the connector gripping the pipe [4]. The scale of the teardrop (0.5mm 

indent depth) in Figure 1c is proportional to the size of the precision ball used (ø 30mm). Unfortunately the 

teardrop formation does not always happen, and in some instances it has been noted that the balls skid 
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instead of rolling along the taper and indenting, resulting in the connector not gripping the pipe. In this case, 

a witness mark is evident on the pipe surface, though no actual deformation or radial load increase occurs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Previous investigations by Hydratight have linked the probability of a skid to factors such as the taper angle 

(>11 degrees), along with pipe tolerance and surface finish [1]. 

 

In this study, the contact conditions occurring between the ball and pipe material have been simulated using 

a Bruker® UMT 3 Tribometer, with the aim of investigating the factors that lead to the ball either rolling and 

indenting, or skidding. This approach has been coupled with analytical modelling of the contact conditions 

present, in order to assess the likely impact of factors such as the mechanical properties of the materials, 

surface roughness and friction coefficient. The outcomes of this study will then be used by Hydratight to 

identify conditions when skidding is likely, helping make failure predictions more robust. 

 

Similar work (related to ball indent analysis) was reviewed for background research purposes. Kaneta et al 

modelled the surface roughness by engineering a constant height and wavelength bumps on smooth steel 

surface[20]. Bhushan proposed a 3-D model which could produce a surface of varying size and height 

asperity distributions, which would replicate a real surface. The asperities were noticed to be elastically and 

elastic-plastically deforming by an elastic sphere in motion depending on the contact mechanics and the 

asperity shape and orientations[22]. The chrome steel has a high hardness value and is almost 3-4 times 

harder than the pipe surface. This is equivalent of using a rigid sphere in motion over a model replicating a 

real surface. In the initialization process, the ball would deform the asperities elastically but would 

eventually plastically deform all asperities in contact.    

 

c) 

TH = taper housing 
GS = graphite seal 
PB = precision ball 
AA= Acute Angle 

Figure 1: a) Illustration of a typical mechanical connector. b) Ball activation mechanism; Angle = ぱ【なぱ rad. c) A typical teardrop formation on a pipe wall after indentation.  
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A FEA model using frictional contact was presented by Kogut wherein the deformations were in the elastic-

plastic region. The two rough surfaces in contact were tested in a sliding motion [21]. The friction was found 

to be affected by the amount of permanent deformation and adhesion between the two surfaces. The adhesion 

between the chrome steel precision ball and carbon steel material is negligible.  

 

Bogy et al found, using a point contact microscope, that the hardness of a material increases with small 

indent depth and loads but the hardness becomes insensitive once a limit has reached [23]. The indent depths 

discussed in this paper are higher than the range tested by Bogy (50-100nm). This means the hardness value 

would not change much for the higher range of indents but will change during the indent initialization 

process.  

 

 A UMT 3 tribometer with slow reciprocating module was used to analyse the rolling friction of balls rolling 

friction dependence on rotational speed in dry contacts [2]. The results were then compared to an analytical 

model which showed high correlation with the experimental results. The analytical model predicted the 

values and location of the maximum shear stress based on the mechanical properties of the materials in 

contact and friction/traction coefficients. If the location of the maximum shear stress is away from the centre 

of the ball and close to the surface, it means the ball is sliding opposed to rolling when the maximum shear 

stress is located subsurface towards the centre of the ball.  

 

There were also comparisons done on the rolling friction of balls on micro and macro levels in dry and 

lubricated or wet conditions for which the results fitted well with the analytical models [3].    

 

The main objective of the work outlined in this paper was to understand the complex contact mechanics 

between the balls and the pipe and identify the key parameters that cause the balls to skid from rolling 

conditions. This information can be used to ensure better integrity of the connector and eventually of the 

pipeline system.  

 

To our knowledge, Hertzian contact models have been rarely compared against experiments using precision 

balls in sliding and rolling motion. The key novel aspect of this paper is the validation of the analytical 

theory for this scenario allowing improved confidence in using the model for the ball ‘skidding’ problem. 

 

2.  CONNECTOR BALL-PIPE CONTACT MECHANICS ANALYSIS  

2.1. Activation of mechanical connector 

Activation is the process of closing the connector to effect a pressure seal and create a firm grip onto the 

concerning pipe. During the process, precision balls are used to indent onto the pipe surface while they roll 

using a taper housing which traverses axially, as illustrated in Figure 1b. The ball rolls in the direction of the 

activation and progress to move to the lower part of the inclined surface (10 degrees) under generation of 

radial force from the taper geometry.  The spring is to ensure all balls are in contact with the pipe considering 
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that gravity will affect some of the balls. Once the ball has touched the pipe and the ball starts rolling, the 

spring-force is no longer required.  The activation process was modelled using an analytical approach which 

was compared with the results from physical testing. The comparison will gave a sense of how well the 

model actually operates in terms of accuracy.  

 

2.2. Mechanics 

In order to find which features of the ball indent mechanism lead to ball skidding, a full mechanical 

assessment of the ball indentation process was carried out The forces acting on the ball while it is forced to 

indent into the pipe material can be divided into vertical (擦士) and horizontal forces (擦酸) respectively as 

shown in Figure 2. These forces on the ball are resisted by the reactions at the contact and due to friction 

arising from the rolling or skidding motion. If the ball is rolling (due to rolling force 擦司伺残残 in Figure 2), there 

is a frictional force opposing this motion defined as 擦侍 司伺残残. On the other hand, if the ball is sliding, the force 

of sliding 擦史暫餐纂  is opposed by 擦嗣珊仔.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note that the 擦嗣珊仔 and 擦司伺残残  are different in the sense that one is due to sliding and the other is helping the 

rolling motion respectively. The sliding resistance is always higher than the ‘elastic’ rolling friction.  As the 

ball starts rolling down the taper, it has to indent the pipe material with an indent radius 堅. The indent radius 

keeps changing with the amount of indent depth, 絞. Since the ball is spherical and the outer surface of the 

pipe is cylindrical, the contact type is a standard Hertzian point contact [5, 8, 12, 16].  

 

For precision balls (1.25% Chrome EN31 [Gr 5-100] for low carbon steel pipes or stainless steel AISI420 for 

stainless steel and duplex connectors), the Elastic modulus values are normally taken as 継 = 213 GPa and 懸 

as 0.3 for contact mechanics of chrome steel balls. Usually, the indenting material is steel and has an elastic 

modulus of 185-215 GPa and 懸 of 0.25 - 0.35.  The Hertzian area in Figure 2,  畦追  噺 講堅態, where 堅 is the 

Hertzian contact radius and contact pressure, 喧陳 are used to for determining the contact reaction forces. The 

amount of indent depends on the angle of the taper, how far the ball has moved down the taper and how hard 

the pipe material is in comparison to the hardness of the ball. Typically, the ball is 2-3 times harder than the 

繋銚 繋朕 

堅 

絞 
 繋禎 追墜鎮鎮 髪 繋鎚賃沈鳥 繋 追墜鎮鎮 髪 繋痛銚津 喧陳畦追 

降 

繋塚 

迎 

捲 権 

検 

Figure 2: Illustration of the ball indent mechanics involving forces leading to roll/skid. 
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pipe material and twice as hard as the taper material (EN24T). The coefficient of rolling friction in the elastic 

region (when the ball indents recover elastically) can be calculated as [8]: 

                                                                                          航勅 噺  糠 岾 庁寧帳嫦 岫眺嫦岻鉄  峇怠【戴
,                                 (eq 1) 

where 糠 is the fraction of energy loss and is taken as around 0.1 (10 %) [4], but can also be taken as a 

calculated value instead. This can be determined by taking the area under the (stress-strain) curve (AUSSC) 

namely; 岫購 綱岻【に. When the ball is deforming in the elastic region, the ball tends to roll over a contact surface 

which behaves in a viscous manner (the amount depending on the pipe material). In theory, low and high 

visco-elastic values are recommended for low rolling-resistances. This is also valid for sliding balls, but as 

the contact area is smaller in this case, the surface deformation enters the plastic region much quicker [8]. An 

illustration is given in Figure 3 of how the plastic resistance comes into action. Here, 畦追 and 堅 are the 

Hertzian contact area and radius respectively and the contact is shown in the right hand side illustration of 

Figure 3. 茎 is the hardness of the contacting surface, 迎 the radius of the ball, 繋塚 the normal force acting on 

the ball and 繋捗 the frictional force. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The resistance to roll in this region starts to increase exponentially due to the plastic load and the hardness of 

the indenting material plays the role of contact pressure [8]. Another factor for the exponential increase in 

the resistance is the bow-wave which is formed in front of the moving ball. The coefficient of friction in the 

plastic region is given by: 

 航椎 噺  ど┻ぬぬぱ  怠眺嫦  謬 庁寧張      ,                        (eq 2) 

where H is the hardness [MPa] of the indented material. In this application values measured from the Brinell 

tests were used. There is an empirical relationship between the hardness and the (ultimate) tensile strength of 

a material [8, 10]: 

 茎 蛤  峽戟劇鯨 ぬ┻の斑 峺 岷茎稽激峅 ,                   (eq 3.1) 

or 

x 

r 

HAr 

Fv 

Ff 
R 

Figure 3: Plastic rolling resistance for a spherical ball, where (a) is showing the forces and ball dimension with 
the formation of a bow wave (BW) and b) contact area from the ball while formation of plastic indent. This is 
also showing the indent radius r and the distance from the centre of the ball, x. 
 

a b 

BW 
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茎 蛤  に┻ひ 戟劇鯨 岷警鶏欠峅                          (eq 3.2) 

 

The above equation (eq 3.1) shows that the tensile strength is a linear function of hardness with a factor of 

3.5. The hardness value in the friction coefficient relationship (eq 2) is taken in terms of stress (MPa) for 

which eq 3.2 can be used (HB 蛤 10 MPa) [8, 9].   This means that a 770 HB and 550 HB corresponds to a 

UTS values of roughly 2.7 and 1.9 GPa for Chrome steel and the stainless steel ball respectively.  

 

In elastic indenting, the average contact pressure is determined by dividing the normal force by the indenting 

area (畦追  噺 講堅態). However, the maximum contact pressure is given as 1.5 times the average or mean contact 

pressure (喧陳銚掴 = 1.5 喧陳). As the indentation steps into the yield region, it enters the elastic-plastic region 

with properties of elasticity and plasticity. Here, the contact pressure distribution differs from that of the 

elastic one and the average contact pressure is given by: 

 喧陳 噺  ど┻なのぬ 犯      鶏張  岾継嫗 迎嫗斑 峇態      般  怠【戴
         (eq 4) 

 

where 鶏張 is the normal force which is responsible for the deformations in the elastic-plastic region and is 

usually lower than the critical or Hertzian load┸ 鶏頂 (load where the material goes beyond yield). 鶏頂 can be 

calculated using following expression [8]: 

 

 
椎尿椎尿迩 噺   岾庁寧牒迩   峇  怠【戴

,                                         (eq 5) 

 

where 喧陳頂  is the yield strength of the material. Note that if 喧陳 = 喧陳頂, P (or 鶏張) = 鶏頂 which corresponds to 

material being deformed at the Hertzian load (the point from where deformation is not elastic anymore.)  
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2.3. Transition from roll to skid 

There are ‘potential’ features which lead to transition to a skid from rolling and are discussed next. During 

successful indentation, the ball tends to roll from the start to finish of the activation(s). Normally, it is 

believed that a successful indent relates to a pure rolling movement, but that is not true as there is some skid 

element present at all times, be it aligned with the normal force or either side of the ball to the contact 

surface. The region close to normal to the ball is associated with the roll while the region away with the slip 

or skid. Due to this phenomenon described as Reynolds slip, there is never pure rolling in real terms; 

Reynolds slip is always present as shown in Figure 4 [8, 11]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another aspect of the indent phenomenon is that when the ball starts indenting in the plastic region, the 

resistance to roll increases substantially and exponentially as a result of trying to cope with the bow wave 

and indenting plastically. Increasing load applied in this region will result in an exponential increase in the 

resistance to roll further.  

 

According to theory, the transition from roll to skid and combinations of these is affected by [7, 10, 11]: 1) 

normal force, 2) axial force, 3) ball size, 4) effective elastic modulus, 5) Poisson’s ratio, 6) hardness and 7) 

contact friction coefficients. 

 

The ball, while moving can switch between rolling and sliding and may do many times. This means that in 

reality, at a given point, a ball does not have a pure rolling element and a sliding ball can be purely skidding 

without any rolling element. If the balls starts off skidding very early (axial force higher than the frictional 

force), it tends to keep on sliding until the very end of the activation process unless the material properties, 

such as hardness, or friction change significantly. This is because if the traction and other resistive forces 

become larger, but more suitable for rolling (rolling resistance is lower), the ball can start rolling again. On 

Direction of 
movement 

Slip 
 

Fv 
 

Slip 
 Stick 

 Figure 4: Front a) and top b) view of a Reynolds slip, central stick zone and illustration of resulting forces from slip 
and stick zones. 

Slip 

 

Stick 

 

Slip 

 

a b 
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the other hand, if the ball keeps rolling, but the plastic resistance keeps increasing to the point that it exceeds 

the rolling force (ball rolls down the taper to the left in Figure 1b) it enters a skidding or sliding motion and 

the resistance from the plastic indent and bow wave (Figure 3) increases exponentially.  According to 

equation 1, the ball size and the effective Young’s modulus should be large to have a low rolling resistance.  

Similarly for equation 2, large ball size is more preferable. An optimal ball size can be achieved by analysing 

the criteria of equation 5 for each ball size and considering a factor of safety.  In the yield zone and beyond, 

the ball indents according to the criterion given in equation 5.  

 

The plastic resistance grows exponentially with every amount of indent in the region.  So in essence, the ball 

can slide due to low effective Elastic modulus (elastic region), small ball size (elastic/plastic region), large 

vertical and axial load and high hardness value of the indenting material.  

 

2.4. Contact stress of balls on pipe surface (a Hertzian problem) 

Once the taper houses are activated, the balls start to move. When the balls roll, they indent into the material 

and are responsible for causing contact stresses. The pressure distribution at the point of contact is given as 

follows [8, 11, 12, 17, 18, 19]: 

                喧岫欠岻 噺 伐喧陳銚掴紐岫な 伐 欠態岻 ,                         (eq 6) 

where 欠 is the normalised contact radius 岫 捲 堅 エ 岻態 and 喧陳銚掴 is the maximum contact pressure. For calculating 

the radial and normal stresses, the contact pressure is integrated with respect to contact radius to give results 

as follows [12]:  蹄廃廃貸椎尿尼猫 噺 怠貸態塚戴  怠銚鉄  釆な 伐 岾 佃ヂ通峇戴挽 髪  佃ヂ通   峙に懸 髪 岫怠貸塚岻 通怠袋通  伐   岫な 髪 懸岻 ヂ憲  tan貸怠 岾 怠ヂ通峇峩 ,             (eq 7) 

where 購提提 is the radial stress, 権 is the material depth, and 懸 is the poison’s ratio of the indenting material.  

 
蹄年年貸椎尿尼猫 噺 岾 佃ヂ通峇戴  通通鉄袋佃鉄 , (eq 8) 

where 購佃佃 is the normal stress in the 権 direction and 憲 is given by:   憲態 噺 怠態  峽欠態 髪 権態 伐 な 髪  紐岷岫欠態 髪  権態 伐 な岻態 髪 ね権態峅峺┻ (eq 9) 

When the sphere or ball is sliding, the problem can be considered in Cartesian coordinates given that the 

problem is not axi-symmetric any more. From this point 訣岫決岻 (Appendix A) can be substituted which is used 

to get the stress components and displacements with superscript 軽 (due to normal load) and 劇 (due to 

traction or tangential load,  航  is the coefficient of traction). The stress in the 捲 direction, 購掴掴朝 , and the shear-

stress in the 捲 伐 検 direction, 酵掴槻朝 , 権 direction, 購佃佃朝 , 捲 伐 権 direction, 酵掴佃朝  and 検 伐 権 direction, 酵槻佃朝  due to normal 

load are also provided in the Appendix. The stresses due to traction in the 捲 direction, 購掴掴脹 ,  検 direction, 購槻槻脹 ,  権 direction, 購佃佃脹 , 検 伐 権 direction, 酵槻佃脹 ,  権 伐 捲 direction, 酵佃掴脹 ,  捲 伐 検 direction, 酵掴槻脹  are similarly given in 

Appendix A.  

 

The total stress in any direction, will be the sum of stresses in that direction due to normal and traction 

forces. This leads to the maximum shear stress (with traction) evaluated as follows [11]: 
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酵陳銚掴 噺  怠態 紐 】  岶 岫購掴掴聴 岻 伐 岫購佃佃聴 岻 岼態 髪 ね 岫酵掴佃聴 岻態   】  (eq 10) 

where superscript 鯨 indicates the sum of stresses in the respective directions. 

 

2.5. Maximum shear stress locations from the analytical model 

The traction of the ball relates to the amount of traction coefficient in action or how much the ball slides. The 

traction coefficient can be measured from the amount of sliding during the ball indent process. If the ball is 

purely rolling (theoretically), the traction coefficient is zero (traction coefficient is different from rolling 

coefficient). Once the ball starts to slide with some rolling or the slide to roll ratio has increased, the traction 

coefficient starts coming into play. Figure 5 shows the changes in subsurface stress as motion changes. The 

arrow pointing to the right indicates direction of horizontal motion and the other arrow indicates direction of 

rotating motion. As this shows, the ball starts off in pure rolling wherein the maximum stress, 岫酵陳銚掴 噺ど┻ぬな 喧陳銚掴岻 is located at the centre (捲 噺 ど) and depth, 権 噺 0.48r (see figure 5), where r is the indent radius 

and 喧陳銚掴 the maximum point contact stress [8, 11, 12]. Once, the ball starts sliding (due to change in surface 

conditions or loading etc.), the traction force pushes the maximum shear stress location slightly towards the 

rolling/sliding direction and away from the centre. As the traction force increases, the maximum shear-stress 

location moves away from the centre and towards the rolling/sliding direction. However, at a traction 

coefficient of 0.3, the locality of the maximum shear stress starts forming behind the ball rolling/sliding 

direction [8, 9]. So in essence, the shear stress distributions depict the amount of roll or skid element during 

ball activation.  

 

Figure 5: Illustration of Maximum shear stress contour showing distribution subject to change in traction coefficient as 
consequence of sliding element of steel ball for v=0.3 [8,11, 12]. 
 

0.48r 

た = 0 た = 0.1 

た = 0.15 た = 0.2 

た = 0.25 た = 0.3 
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In general, it is assumed that the surface finish is homogeneous and that the traction forces are constant. In 

reality any surface finish will vary and the traction forces change accordingly. In terms of amount of an 

indent, the contour plots in Figure 5 do not depict the amount of shear-stress and if it is in an elastic/ elastic-

plastic or plastic zone. The red or dark orange zone is the area of maximum shear stress and that zone 

increases with the amount of indent radius which corresponds to amount of total elastic/plastic indent. In 

Figure 1b, the ball sits in the left part of the taper housing and starts rolling and most of the deformations are 

in the elastic region. As the ball moves down the taper, the ball starts to indent more but because the material 

has entered the plastic zone, the surface starts to collapse and progresses (unrecovered) towards a teardrop 

formation. 

 

2.6. Successful and unsuccessful indent profiles 

The analytical model discussed in the previous section can be used to explain the reason why the ball 

skidding does not form a teardrop on the surface of the pipe. During skidding, the maximum shear stress 

location is close or on the surface (depending on the traction coefficient). The surface below this location 

(subsurface) still remain elastic and the surface undergoes high stress (beyond yield) which leads the surface 

to form a scar (or groove). Opposed to this phenomenon, during rolling, the area near the surface remains 

still elastic and the maximum shear stress is located subsurface. As the ball rolls further with a higher radial 

force, the maximum shear stress area/volume increases subsurface where the region collapses and facilitates 

a tear drop formation as shown in Figure 6. 

 

Once the subsurface stress and their locations can be predicted based on an analytical model built using 

stress equations of the previous section, the contour plot of the distribution of yield is reached). As seen, the 

maximum shear value remains subsurface and indicates pure rolling in theory. During unsuccessful indent(s), 

the maximum shear stress starts relocating itself away from the subsurface centre and towards the surface in 

the direction of ball movement (illustrated in Figure 7). The location and values are correlated with the 

amount of traction coefficient during the movement. The higher the traction coefficient, the more the ball 

skids, and the more the maximum shear stress starts relocating towards the surface. The highest maximum 

shear stress value can be retained subsurface if the traction coefficient is equal to or lower than 0.3. With a 

value of 0.5 (corresponding to rough surfaces), the maximum shear-stress is located at the surface behind the 

ball movement (instead of in front of it) [7, 8, 13-16].  
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Figure 6: Successful indentation profile vs subsurface shear stress distribution. 

Radial force increases as 
ball travels along the taper. 擦司 噺 讃岫姉岻 

Figure 7: Unsuccessful indentation profile vs (sub) surface shear stress distribution. 
 

Radial force remains same 
and does not progress along 
the taper. 擦司 噺 察 
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If the maximum stress value is located at the surface the ball can essentially glide on the surface as the 

contact surface has reached ‘near’ yield value and in the vicinity of maximum stress. 

The pipe surface has become viscous in this region. In this region, the radial or the normal force on the ball 

does not increase as the ball does not roll down the taper and gets pinched between the taper and pipe 

surfaces. This leads to visual scratches from plastic deformation on the pipe surface with a minute ball 

contact area. 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

 
Tribological experiments were planned to validate the models and to investigate features which could lead to 

or assist in the skidding of the ball. The approach was as follows: 

 Perform mechanical tests which can replicate the activation on a small scale 

 Analyse the friction and reaction forces during the tests 

 Analyse the top and sub-surface of specimen that underwent permanent deformations  

 Compare results with the analytical model 

 

3.1. Specimens 

There were specific materials to choose from considering the current pipe and taper house materials used as 

part of the mechanical connector products design. The pipe material ranges from low to high carbon steels. 

For the tests the materials used were EN3B (low carbon steel), 17/4 PH (stainless steel) and EN24T (high 

carbon steel). Please note that EN24T was used for the taper house material because of its high strength. The 

hardness and tensile strength values for the materials are given in Table 1. A Bruker ® UMT 3 tribometer as 

shown in Figure 8 was used for the experiments on the materials.  

The machine allows the ball to be placed inside a ball-holder which is then pushed onto the test specimen. 

This specimen is fixed on a plate which is moved linearly with an electric motor. The controls of the 

machine are configured before the start of the procedures. A tribometer schematic is shown in Figure 8.  In 

the schematic, the ball sits in the ball holder which remains static while the ball is free to roll. Gradually an 

increasing vertical forces is applied on the ball holder which then transferred onto the ball and this finally 

exerts force onto the indenting material. The indenting material is clamped in a specifically designed sample 

holder and is fixed on a plate which can travel either forward or backwards (using an electric motor) with a 

speed Vx (~0.15 mm/s). These fixtures ensure that the ball (5 & 6 mm; EN31) can move along the material 

axially by exerting a normal force (0 – 65kgf) at the same time in a controlled fashion. The ball was kept 

static for the initial 20 seconds (0 – 10kgf) and then allowed to move with increasing normal load up to 

65kgf. The machine provides reaction forces in the three directions (plane of horizontal plate and horizontal  

axes), coefficient of friction, and speed of the ball holder and how far the bottom plate has moved for dry 

conditions. The configurations of the controls are such that they replicate the ball-indent mechanism of ball 
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onto a flat surface. The experiments were performed to have a scar length of at least 3 times the size of the 

diameter of the ball.  Table 1 shows the predictions of maximum shear stress wherein tested (in their elastic 

limits) values of elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratios are given as well. Please note that the maximum shear 

stress prediction does not depend on the hardness or UTS of a material. However, if the material has been 

deformed plastically and hardness or UTS values are known, the relative friction coefficient can be 

predicted. 

 

Finally some microscopic analysis was done to measure small profile features and compare indent 

subsurface microstructures.   

 

Table 1: Predicted values of the Maximum shear stress factor for different materials based on maximum traction 
coefficient of 0.15. Tested values of ち and E have been provided. The UTS and H for these materials are also given.  

Material Tested  ち Tested 撮 (GPa) Hardness H (HBW) UTS (MPa) Predicted 滋仕珊姉 【皿仕珊姉 

EN3B 0.3 196.9 179 620 0.313 

EN24T 0.22 207.2 283 900 0.331 

17-4 PH 0.29 203.9 277 980 0.315 

 

4. RESULTS  

Figure 10 shows the variation in coefficient of rolling/traction during the ball movement over the indenting 

material. The normal force (ball being pressed onto material) keeps on increasing gradually regardless of the 

ball being moved axially or not. During the initial 20 seconds, the ball is kept still while the forces increase 

to get a firm grip with the material. The sample is then allowed to move with respect to the ball while the 

forces gradually increase, it is in this region we would like to observe any rolling/skidding element of the 

A-A 

A-A 

Fv 
 

Vx 
 

Fv 

 
Sample 

 

Figure 8: Schematic of the tribometer test procedure. Ball holder is static with increasing loads Fv on the ball, 
while the plate (with the sample) moves with a speed of Vx . Sample is fixed with a clamp onto the plate.  
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ball while trying to indent into the material. As shown at around 20-23 seconds, the ball has reached its peak 

of static friction coefficient and beyond this the ball will be either rolling or skidding.  

 

Depending on whether the ball has already reached plastic deformation before any forward movement, it 

should give an indication of the amount of resistance it has to cope with. A fully plastic indent gives higher 

resistance compared to attempts to indent in the elastic region. In Figure 9, the region between 23 and 56 

seconds seems to have a steeper slope compared to the rest. The (thin) red lines are drawn for the mean of 

the graph for the particular regions. In the region between 56 and 69 seconds, the mean seems to be flattened 

out (~ 0 slope).  The rest of the graph has fairly stable growth with a low slope. From the theory we know as 

the ball rolls into the plastic region, the ball is receiving high rolling resistance from the hardness of the 

material and bow-wave formation ahead. If the resistive force tips over the rolling moment force, the ball has 

to follow the traction forces in the direction of the ball movement. If the vertical force exerted remains the 

same, the ball will remain in its skidding motion considering the material surface is uniform throughout the 

movement of the ball. In this case, the forces keep increasing and there is no way of predicting beforehand 

the point of tipping over so that the force can be kept constant to see its effect. And as the force increases, the 

ball deformation at the contact phase increases at the same time which also contributes in the increase in the 

frictional forces both ways (rolling and sliding).  

 

        In Figure 10, it can be seen that the slopes for 17/4 PH do not flatten-out, but the initial part (26-54 

seconds) has a steeper slope based on the mean for this region. The vertical force increases, and the resistive 

forces (opposite to the ball movement) also increase, but less steepness could indicate the ball being in a 

sliding motion. The same kind of behaviour for material EN24T (taper house material) can be seen in Figure 

11. This does not have a zero slope and one initial section has a steeper slope than the rest. However, it can 

be seen that the stainless steel (17/4 PH) has a more steep slope (た = 0.117 – 0.14) compared to the taper 

material (た = 0.122 – 0.136) which suggests that there was more frictional resistance for the 17/4 PH 

material. Whether the ball has a greater rolling element in this region cannot be concluded from these graphs, 

how far the ball has indented has to be measured instead. The higher friction could be a consequence of the 

ball deforming at the same time the ball tries to indent into the material, and higher indenting material 

strength contributes to more ball deformation. The more the ball deforms, the larger the contact area 

becomes and the more the friction increases. In order to see if the increase in friction is from the increase in 

ball deformation or larger indent, an indent measurement needs to be done effectively. The amount of 

indentation indicates the amount of rolling versus sliding element, wherein theoretically rolling contributes 

to large indent depth compared to surface sliding. In the initial phase of the experiments, the ball has a lower 

normal force which means it has to roll enough in order to keep indenting further. In the later phase (towards 

the end), the normal force is large enough to keep the ball indenting regardless of the ball sliding or rolling. 

The main difference with the actual application is that the normal force is limited to the position of the ball in 

the taper housing (Figure 1b), whereas in the experiments, the normal force is gradually increased.   
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Figure 10: Coherence between friction coefficients, indent depths, extrusion marks, and shear stress for EN24T. 

航 

建岷嫌峅 

23.636 50.632 119.66 

       0.136 

       0.122 

Figure 9: Coherence between friction coefficients, indent depths, extrusion marks, and shear stress for EN3B. 

航 

建岷嫌峅 

23.212 56.469 69.41 120.356 

       0.162 

       0.15 

       0.14 
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Figure 11: Coherence between friction coefficients, indent depths, extrusion marks, and shear stress for 17/4 PH. 

航 

建岷嫌峅 

26.661 54.451 120.016 
       0.14 

       0.13 

       0.117 
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5. Discussion 

Finally, to see if there is any coherence between them, the different results must be put together. The friction 

coefficient graph, indent depth contour map and the extrusion marks are overlaid. For Figure 9, the circled 

location correlates with the friction coefficient graph going flat. Also, in the extrusion images, there are clear 

extrusion marks which indicate the material had a high skidding element. There will always be some 

extrusion marks along the two sides as these are considered as the stick zone for the ball. Moreover, the 

analytical model showed the ball is skidding using the inputs from the friction graph and material properties.  

 

When the ball skids, the location of the maximum shear stress is no longer near the centre of the moving ball, 

but has shifted towards the surface. The more the maximum shear stress location gets pushed towards the 

surface, but it is still close to the centre of the moving ball (average 航 at region of flattening is 0.15 < 0.3). 

Here, the principle maximum shear stress, 酵陳銚掴 噺  ど┻ぬばぱ 喧陳銚掴 at a depth of ど┻ねの堅 (z) and ど┻なば堅 岫捲岻 from 

the centre of the ball. For Figures 10 and 11, there is clear correlation between the friction graphs (clear steep 

slopes) and the indent profiles (no long light patches in length of the scar).  酵陳銚掴 噺  ど┻ぬな 喧陳銚掴 for 17/PH 

(ど┻ねぱ堅 岫権岻 depth and ど┻なな堅 岫捲岻 from centre) and 0.311喧陳銚掴 for EN24T (ど┻ねぱ堅 岫権岻 depth and ど┻なに堅 岫捲岻 

from centre).  

 
For 17/4 PH though there is a small patch of extrusion mark which relates to the indent graph (light area in 

the location) and some local flattening in the graph. However, this could relate to a surface imperfection as 

there are no any irregularities before and after this location. This patch is certainly less severe as compared to 

EN3B. Softer material has higher tendency to indent more compared to hard materials so it can be concluded 

that this can be related to the surface condition not being homogenous and given the fact the ball is small 

(5mm) for this experiment, a small change can lead to the ball not being able to indent properly with 

deformation along its path. The larger the deformation of the ball, the larger surface area is in contact, and 

the more frictional resistance plays roll in forcing it to skid.  

 
Frictional experimentation on the tribometer showed changes in the friction coefficients while the precision 

ball was allowed to move axially on a flat plate by gradually increasing the pressure on the ball. This 

procedure replicates the behaviour of the ball during the connector activation. Once the ball is free to move, 

the friction coefficient rises, flattens and dips (considering a moving average). The rising would indicate a 

high rolling element of the ball, flattening as a high sliding element and dipping as structural collapse at the 

end with pure sliding. For the plastic indentations, rolling friction is always higher than the sliding friction 航椎 苅 岫繋塚【茎岻怠【態 (航勅 苅 岫繋塚 【継岻怠【戴). The large increase in plastic rolling friction pushes the ball to transition 

into sliding. In pure terms, there is always a sliding element as a consequence of a constant presence of a 

stick zone. The transition from rolling to pure sliding happens once the rolling frictional resistances and 

traction forces overcome the rolling forces and tractional friction. 
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The images from the optical microscopy show the indentation and extrusion marks for the indent profiles. 

The extrusion marks from the sides of the indent profiles were as expected. They clearly show 

aforementioned stick-zone. Any extrusion marks away from the stick zone could mean ball is in the sliding 

mode. 

  Overall, the analytical model fits well the experimental data since the friction values from the experiments 

provided the maximum shear stress locations. Combining all the test results together it appeared there was a 

close coherence between them location wise. When the friction graph flattens, there are clear extrusion 

marks at the same spot. Also the profile depth is minimum (from the profilometer results) at this region. 

Moreover, the shear-stress contour plot from the analytical model suggests sliding for the same region.  

Because of the fact that the tests were performed at a smaller scale, and the smaller surface changes (sudden 

roughness change) can lead to ball not being able to indent properly, and adding the amount of deformation 

at the force increment, the ball can transition from roll to skid more quickly. The analytical model fits well 

with the experiments conducted. When the ball appears to be sliding or rolling, depending on the amount of 

traction, the maximum shear stress location (indicator of slide/roll elements) is moving towards the surface. 

If the ball is purely sliding, this location shifts towards the surface even more. The model helps to back up 

the amount of sliding by evaluating the amount of shear stress and the locations with respect to the top 

surface.  

 
6. CONCLUSIONS 

The integrity of the mechanical connector product is focused on a strong mechanical grip between pipes. The 

latter is achieved by precision steel balls placed circumferentially around the connector. After having 

discussed the background and test procedures and results, the following can be concluded: 

 The precision ball indentation procedure was analysed to detect features leading to slide/skids. 

According to theory, a rolling sphere transitions from rolling into skidding due to significant 

differences in the coefficient of friction between the different contact surfaces, the amount of normal 

and axial forces, the effective (based on  shape of contacting bodies) elastic modulus, hardness of 

indenting material and lastly, but not the least, the size of the ball. 

 The analytical model gives an insight to the amount of skidding based on the friction values and 

certain material properties such as Poisson’s ratio and Young’s Modulus for the bodies in contact. 

When the maximum shear stress location moves towards the surface, it indicates the ball is in a 

sliding mode, but when it is more centred around a certain depth, the ball is in a rolling mode. The 

point of maximum shear grows as the amount of pressure increases and when the maximum shear 

enters the plastic zone, there is a permanent deformation (collapse of subsurface material) due to 

which the ball makes a permanent deformation. The models are validated once input parameters are 

known from the experiments.   

 The analytical model will be a subject to continuous improvement under similar test conditions 

which will also cover other contact types such as elliptical. The elliptical contact model can be used 

for analysing the indent of the ball on the taper housing which is also known as back-indent. 
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 To improve confidence of the models, experiments will be performed in a scaled-up version of the 

tests discussed in the paper.  
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APPENDIX A 

(Expressions for analytical model  from Hills et al. (1993) [12]蹄廃廃貸椎尿尼猫 噺 怠貸態塚戴  怠銚鉄  釆な 伐  岾 佃ヂ通峇戴挽 髪 佃ヂ通   峙に懸 髪  岫怠貸塚岻 通怠袋通  伐   岫な 髪 懸岻 ヂ憲  tan貸怠 岾 怠ヂ通峇峩 ,     
where 購提提 is the radial stress, 権 is the material depth, 懸 is the poison’s ratio of the indenting material.  蹄年年貸椎尿尼猫 噺 岾 佃ヂ通峇戴  通通鉄袋佃鉄 ,          

where 購佃佃 is the normal stress in the 権 direction and 憲 is given by:  憲態 噺 怠態  峽欠態 髪 権態 伐 な 髪  紐岷岫欠態 髪  権態 伐 な岻態 髪 ね権態峅峺┻           

On the 欠 = 0 axis, the relations are as follows: 蹄廃廃貸椎尿尼猫 噺 岫な 髪 懸岻 峙な 伐   権  tan貸怠 岾怠佃峇峩 伐  怠態岫怠袋佃鉄岻 .       蹄年年貸椎尿尼猫 噺 怠怠袋佃鉄  ,           酵佃提 噺  ど┻                

On the surface within the contact patch the relations are as follows: 蹄廃廃貸椎尿尼猫 噺 怠貸態塚戴  怠銚鉄  範な 伐 岫な 伐 堅態岻戴【態飯 髪 に懸ヂな 伐 欠態,      蹄年年貸椎尿尼猫 噺 ヂな 伐 欠態,          酵佃提 噺 ど.                       

When considering the exterior of the surface to the point of contact these are: 蹄廃廃貸椎尿尼猫 噺 怠貸態塚戴  怠銚鉄   ,          購佃佃 噺 酵佃提 噺 ど┻               

Finally, at the origin these are: 蹄年年貸椎尿尼猫 噺 な┸                 蹄廃廃貸椎尿尼猫 噺  怠態 髪 懸 .             

When the sphere or ball is sliding, we can consider the problem in Cartesian coordinates given that the 

problem isn’t axi-symmetric any more. So [10]: 
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訣岫決岻 噺 朕岫長岻禎 噺 態訂 鳥鳥長  犯完 銚椎岫銚岻紐岫銚鉄貸長鉄岻頂長 穴欠般   ,           

it gives: 訣岫決岻 噺 朕岫長岻禎 噺 喧陳銚掴決,                

From this point we may substitute 訣岫決岻 which is used to get the stress components and displacements with 

superscript 軽 (due to normal load) and 劇 (due to traction or tangential load,  航  is the coefficient of traction) 

as follows: 蹄猫猫灘椎尿尼猫 噺 岫な 伐 に懸岻 怠戴銚填  岫捲態 伐 検態岻 岾な 伐 佃典通典峇 髪 佃通  峙岫な 髪 懸岻憲 tan貸怠 岾 怠通 峇 伐 に懸 伐 岫な 伐 懸岻 通鉄怠袋通鉄 伐 岫な 伐に懸岻 掴鉄銚鉄岫怠袋通鉄岻 伐  掴鉄通填岫怠袋通鉄岻鉄岫通填袋佃鉄岻峩,  

where 購掴掴朝  is the stress in the 捲 direction.  蹄熱熱灘椎尿尼猫 噺 岫な 伐 に懸岻 怠戴銚填  岫捲態 伐 検態岻 岾佃典通典 伐 な峇 髪 佃通  峙岫な 髪 懸岻憲 tan貸怠 岾怠通峇 伐 に懸 伐 岫な 伐 懸岻 通鉄怠袋通鉄 伐 岫な 伐に懸岻 槻鉄銚鉄岫怠袋通鉄岻 伐  槻鉄通填岫怠袋通鉄岻鉄岫通填袋佃鉄岻峩,             

where 購槻槻朝  is the stress in the 検 direction.  邸猫熱灘椎尿尼猫 噺  伐 掴槻佃通典岫怠袋通鉄岻鉄 岫通填袋佃鉄岻 髪 岫な 伐 に懸岻茎   ,            

where 酵掴槻朝  is the shear-stress in the 捲 伐 検 direction.  蹄年年灘椎尿尼猫 噺  伐 佃典通 岫通填袋佃鉄岻    ,                                                

where 購佃佃朝  is the stress in the 権 direction.  邸猫年灘椎尿尼猫 噺  伐 掴佃鉄通岫怠袋通鉄岻 岫通填袋佃鉄岻     ,                          

where 酵掴佃朝  is the shear-stress in the 捲 伐 権 direction.  邸熱年灘椎尿尼猫 噺  伐 槻佃鉄通岫怠袋通鉄岻 岫通填袋佃鉄岻    ,                                       

where 酵槻佃朝  is the shear-stress in the 検 伐 権 direction.  蹄猫猫畷禎 椎尿尼猫 噺  伐 釆 蹄熱熱畷  袋 蹄年年畷禎椎尿  挽 伐 捲岫な 髪 懸岻岷tan貸怠岫な【憲岻 伐 憲【岫な 髪 憲態岻峅 ,  

where 購掴掴脹  is the stress in the 捲 direction due to traction.  蹄熱熱畷禎 椎尿尼猫 噺  に懸捲 峙伐 戴腿 tan貸怠岫な【憲岻 髪  通替岫怠袋通鉄岻鉄 髪 戴通腿岫怠袋通鉄岻 伐 槻鉄通天岫怠袋通鉄岻典岫通填袋佃鉄岻峩 髪 岫な 伐 に懸岻権 擢張擢槻  ,  

where 購槻槻脹  is the stress in the 検 direction due to traction.  蹄年年畷禎 椎尿尼猫 噺  伐 掴佃鉄通岫怠袋通鉄岻岫通填袋佃鉄岻  ,       

where 購佃佃脹  is the stress in the 権 direction due to traction.  邸熱年畷禎 椎尿尼猫 噺  伐 掴槻佃通典岫怠袋通鉄岻鉄岫通填袋佃鉄岻   ,       

where 酵槻佃脹  is the shear-stress in the 検 伐 権 direction due to traction.  邸年猫畷禎 椎尿尼猫 噺  権 峙戴態 tan貸怠岫な【憲岻 伐  通態岫怠袋通鉄岻鉄 伐 怠通 伐 掴鉄通典岫怠袋通鉄岻鉄岫通填袋佃鉄岻峩 ,             
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where 酵佃掴脹  is the shear-stress in the 権 伐 捲 direction due to traction.  邸猫熱畷禎 椎尿尼猫 噺  に懸検 峙怠腿  tan貸怠岫な【憲岻 伐 通腿岫怠袋通鉄岻 髪 通替岫怠袋通鉄岻鉄 伐 掴鉄通天岫怠袋通鉄岻典岫通填袋佃鉄岻峩 伐 槻態  峙tan貸怠 岾怠通峇 伐  通怠袋通鉄峩 髪 岫な 伐 に懸岻権 擢張擢掴  ,                

where 酵掴槻脹  is the shear-stress in the 捲 伐 検 direction due to traction.  

 

Where: 欠態 噺 捲態 髪 検態  ,                       茎 噺 掴槻戴銚填 岷岫権【憲岻戴 伐 ぬ岫権【憲岻 髪 に峅 ,              

so that:  擢張擢掴 噺 茎 盤槻鉄貸戴掴鉄匪掴銚鉄 髪 通掴鉄槻佃銚鉄 岫通填袋佃鉄岻岫怠袋 通鉄岻 ,           

擢張擢槻 噺 茎 盤掴鉄貸戴槻鉄匪槻銚鉄 髪 通掴槻鉄佃銚鉄 岫通填袋佃鉄岻岫怠袋 通鉄岻  .               

And 憲態is the largest root of (repeat of eq. 9): 銚鉄怠袋通鉄 髪 佃鉄通鉄 噺 な    

On the axis of symmetry (捲 噺 検 噺 ど) the stress components due to normal loading are as given by: 蹄猫猫灘椎尿尼猫 噺 怠銚鉄  峽槻鉄貸掴鉄銚鉄  怠貸態塚戴  範岫な 伐 欠態岻戴【態 伐 な飯 伐 岫捲態 髪 に懸検態岻 ヂな 伐 欠態峺,  

蹄熱熱灘椎尿尼猫 噺 怠銚鉄  峽掴鉄貸槻鉄銚鉄  怠貸態塚戴  範岫な 伐 欠態岻戴【態 伐 な飯 伐 岫検態 髪 に懸捲態岻 ヂな 伐 欠態峺,  

邸猫熱灘貸椎尿尼猫 噺 岫な 伐 に懸岻 掴槻銚鉄  峽ヂな 伐 欠態 髪 態戴銚鉄   範岫な 伐 欠態岻戴【態 伐 な飯峺  ,   酵槻佃朝 噺 酵佃掴朝 噺 ど .                 

And outside the contact patch 蹄猫猫灘貸椎尿尼猫 噺  岫怠貸態塚岻盤掴鉄貸槻鉄匪戴銚填   ,            

蹄熱熱灘貸椎尿尼猫 噺  岫怠貸態塚岻盤槻鉄貸掴鉄匪戴銚填    ,        

邸猫熱灘貸椎尿尼猫 噺  態掴槻岫怠貸態塚岻戴銚填    ,                                                                   酵槻佃朝 噺 酵佃掴朝 噺 ど┻                        

Turning to tangential loading, this produces only one non-zero component on the 権 -axis, i.e. 邸年猫畷禎 椎尿尼猫 噺  戴態  権 tan貸怠 岾怠佃峇 伐 な 伐 佃鉄態岫怠袋佃鉄岻 ┻          Inside the contact patch, on the surface, the following stress 

components due to tangential loading are non-zero: 蹄猫猫畷貸禎 椎尿尼猫 噺  伐 訂掴態  岾な 髪  塚替 峇 ,         

蹄熱熱畷貸禎 椎尿尼猫 噺  伐 戴訂塚掴腿    ,                  

邸猫熱畷貸禎 椎尿尼猫 噺  訂槻替 岾 塚態 伐 な峇  ,             
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邸年猫畷貸禎 椎尿尼猫 噺  伐 ヂな 伐 欠態 ┻                 

Lastly, on the surface outside the contact the following non-zero stress components due to tangential loading 

arise:  蹄猫猫畷貸禎 椎尿尼猫 噺 掴銚填  犯に岶欠態 髪 懸検態岼計待 髪 懸 釆ぬ 伐 ね 岾掴銚峇態挽 詣待般 ,          

蹄熱熱畷貸禎 椎尿尼猫 噺 塚掴銚填  犯に捲態計待 髪 釆な 伐 ね 岾槻銚峇態挽 詣待般 ,             

邸猫熱畷貸禎 椎尿尼猫 噺 槻銚填  崕岶欠態 伐 に懸捲態岼計待 髪 懸 釆な 伐 ね 岾掴銚峇態挽 詣待崗 ,              

where: 計待 噺 伐 怠態  ヂ欠態 伐 な 髪  怠態  欠態  tan貸怠 峙 怠ヂ銚鉄貸怠峩 ,                詣待 噺 怠態 岫欠態 伐 な岻戴【態 伐  怠替  欠替  tan貸怠 峙 怠ヂ銚鉄貸怠峩 伐  怠替 欠態 ヂ欠態 伐 な  .             

Hence, although the stress field associated with a sliding Hertzian axi-symmetric contact is complex, it is 

completely expressible in terms of elementary functions, and is easy to evaluate.  

 


